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Centurion Mall was awarded a well-deserved runner-up position 
in the Shopping Centre Category of the most recent National 
Energy Barometer Survey. This indicates that large shopping 

centres can operate efficiently even when they are not inherently 
designed with energy efficiency in mind, but just managed well. 

The winner of the Shopping Centre Category was the N1 City Mall 
(managed by UAS), in the Hotel Category, the Imperial Hotel (managed 
by UAS), and the Head Office Category, CEF House. Always eager to 
take on a challenge, the Centurion Mall management team, pleased 
with its position as runner-up in the Shopping Centre Category, is ready 
to embark on becoming an environmentally conscious leader within 
the retail industry.  With support from the Central Energy Fund (CEF) 
through the National Energy Efficiency Agency (NEEA), as well as en-
dorsement from government’s national energy efficiency campaign—
Save It!—the National Energy Barometer was successfully rolled out in 
2010 by the developers of the barometer, Energy Cybernetics.

Background

Established during 1983/1984, the Centurion Mall was constructed 
around the Centurion Lake on the Hennops River and was the only 
shopping centre with the standard big-name retailers of that time 
in Centurion until the 21st century. In 2003, the mall underwent its 
first major revamp which was estimated at around R 250 M. Retail 
space of 29 760 m2 was added to the mall bringing its total size to 
105 000 m2, making it the second largest shopping centre in the 
Tshwane metropolitan area. A centre of this magnitude is bound to 
be reliant on vast energy requirements which prompted an initiative 
to measure the mall’s energy intensity in comparison with other malls 
in a similar situation. This has been achieved through the National 
Energy Barometer Survey.

Proactive initiative toward efficient use of resources

Prior to participation in the survey process, Centurion Mall undertook a 
'green' initiative, which saw management and owners re-evaluate and 

redefine the mall’s carbon footprint. Energy saving initiatives started 
before management knew that any recognition would be given. The 
main driver behind this initiative was cost efficiency, in addition to 
protecting the environment and improving the mall’s carbon footprint. 
Johann Fourie, general manager of Centurion Mall, heard about the 
National Energy Barometer Survey from one of the participants in the 
inaugural survey and decided to measure Centurion Mall’s energy 
performance rating within the retail industry. One of the main reasons 
that lead to the final decision to enter the Energy Barometer Survey 
was the requirement to receive a clear indication of how the shopping 
centre, which is managed by UAS (Utility Administration Services), 
faired in comparison to other similar centres. 

Fourie feels positive that the result achieved is a good indication 
that the mall is on the correct route in becoming as energy efficient as 
possible and incorporating a green approach into its long-term vision. 

Working through the challenges to reap rewards

With regard to specific energy saving initiatives used in the building, 
numerous matters had to be attended to – lighting, load shifting, air 
conditioning reductions and so on. 

The process involved analysing all operational levels and areas 
within the mall. The majority of lights were replaced with energy 
saving lights. Timers were also installed in various areas to manage 
the hours that the lights operate and all the geysers in the bathrooms 
were turned off. Power factor correction was also used.

According to management one of the greatest challenges the 
mall faced was that energy use was not being measured in real time 
and without this ‘real time’ information truly efficient energy savings 
management remained elusive. Air conditioners were managed on 
a timer basis and it proved extremely time consuming to ensure that 
all timers were set on the correct times. A committed management 
team found themselves adjusting these times over and over again 
as the loads and shifting had to be set at times which would assist 
the centre with its targets to meet the desired savings, as well as 
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maintaining the tenants’ comfort levels! Plans to overcome these 
challenges have since been adequately addressed and the team re-
cently commenced in further ventures with metering solutions that 
offer real time capability. 

This new technology allows the energy usage to be measured 
remotely and in real time which allows for immediate action when 
matters go wrong, for instance a spike in load or a failed power fac-
tor unit. 

By being proactive and addressing the matter immediately, ef-
ficiency and continuous energy savings are ensured. The remote me-
tering solution installed uses a smart meter platform and the system 
manages, not only the landlord’s usage efficiently, but also allows 
access for the tenants to manage their own usage proactively. The 
smart metering has the added advantage of accommodating a prepaid 
metering structure and Centurion Mall has successfully launched the 
first smart metering retail centre on prepaid.

In the future, Centurion Mall would like to expand the smart meter-
ing system in conjunction with implementing a building management 
system to improve its National Energy Barometer Status and become 
even more efficiency focused.

Team work and technology delivers results

Energy saving initiatives implemented in the building have already 
improved the company’s bottom-line through the reduction of utility 
costs and the resultant lower expenditures. 

One of the factors which the management team at Centurion Mall 
all agree contributed to their success is the fact that everyone em-
ployed by the mall is actively involved in saving energy in day-to-day 
operations. While UAS is responsible for bringing recommendations 
and reporting to the ventures, the operations managers and centre 
staff are the implementers. 

Benchmark for continued energy efficient performance

The National Energy Barometer Survey is based on international 
building methodology standards, specifically developed for South 
African conditions: The methodology, the models, the scientific 
and mathematical logic behind it has been applied and adapted for 
local use. Because buildings vary greatly in size, location, climatic 
conditions, type of use, service delivery, etc, this is all evaluated and 
normalised for each industry. The values are fed into the Energy 
Barometer system to even out the playing field so as to compare 
‘apples-to-apples’. The Energy Barometer assesses all participants in 
each category’s energy bills within a year—the average in industry 

then becomes the benchmark to which a building’s energy use can 
be compared to see whether it uses more or less energy than the 
industry average. This enables informed decisions on where to start 
with an energy efficiency strategy. 

Over time performance can be tracked, either for an individual 
building, or a portfolio of buildings. Improvements can be monitored: 
After all, you should know whether you are winning or losing on your 
energy efficiency investment. 

Conclusion

The National Energy Barometer Survey encourages companies to 
become aware of their energy consumption levels and to improve 
these in the interest of their own bottom-lines as well as the national 
economy whilst providing a platform for comparison and learning. 
Centurion Mall management, in consistently striving for greater excel-
lence and through the National Energy Barometer Survey, not only 
want to remain aware of their performance levels in the industry but 
rather aspire to becoming one of the centres against which others 
will benchmark themselves.

The National Energy Barometer Survey for this year is open for 
participation and building owners and operators that wish to take 
part are invited to logon to www.energybarometer.com for more 
detailed information.
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